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Abstract. The approach of health service can be divided into a medical term and psychosocial term that are applied by the mental health professional. The mental health services help their clients with mental illness by giving a specific treatments particularly from psychological view. The information in this essay were collected from two databases that are CINAHL and Health Science. It also included the University of Wollongong e-journal database for nursing program. Based on the internet research, it is imperative that the intervention can be delivered in the form of case management. This paper therefore will discuss the psychosocial care for mentally ill clients in terms of concept, components, interventions and benefit in the practical area. The strategies to develop the treatment more effective are also discussed in depth.
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1. Introduction

Psychosocial care is developed from the recovery framework proposed by Anthony (Anthony 1993; Bridges et al 1994). The focus of the framework is a social functioning improvement rather than pathological issue such as the neurobiological issue, the brain damaging and genetic issue. The interventions of psychosocial care are delivered in some aspects, such as cognitive training, psycho education, social skill training, cognitive behavioural therapy, case management, motivational interviewing, self-help groups, counselling and family therapy (Pitschel-Walz et al 2009; Tsuang et al 2006; Amato et al 2009).

The aim of the service is to support the family and the clients in psycho education. The clients need skills and knowledge to cope with daily life problems while the family need support regarding their mentally ill family members (Bridges et al 1994, Harvard Mental Health Letter 2001). The coordination among the clients, the family and the mental health professional are needed to support clients’ recovery.
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2. Research Methods
Internet research were conducted to gather information related to psychosocial care and medical care. The databases included CINAHL, Health Science and University of Wollongong E-Journal Database for Nursing Program. All literatures were analyzed and chosen with some keywords, such as psychosocial care, mental health, and medical care.

3. Result and Discussion
According to the internet research, there were three main points that build a psychosocial care in mental health delivery. It includes the description of the psychosocial care, how it would be different with medical care and how to build an improvement in the provision of psychosocial care in the future. All of this analysis are explored in depth to get an insight how to integrate psychosocial care for mentally ill clients.

3.1. The Components and Interventions of Psychosocial Care
The psychosocial care has ten components, that are self-direction, individualized, empowerment, holistic, non-linear care, strength-based treatment, peer support, respect, responsibility and hope (Caldwell et al 2010). However, the key components in the psychosocial treatment is to build ‘hope’ since its effectiveness depends on the motivation of the clients in rehabilitation (Anthony 1993). In order to deliver the components and make the interventions more effective, it is needed to establish a case management system in the treatment. This case management is arranged either in the inpatient unit or in the community service by various professionals. The collaboration provision assesses the clients’ preferences since the admission until discharging from the hospital (Herrman et al 2002). Therefore, the need for a specific tool in psychiatric assessments need to be addressed. It assists the mental health staff to identify more specific in mental illness cases (Chalifoux et al 1996). In addition, it also helps in preventing a confusion among the mental health professionals for biased diagnoses (Secker et al 2000).

3.2. The Medication Versus the Psychosocial Care
The medication approach reveals more disadvantages compared with non-medication approach (Harvard Mental Health Letter 2001). Studies conducted by some researchers (e.g., Olfson et al 2006) from 1997 to 2007 in a mental health service showed that the medication approach caused the mental illness symptoms increased, the incidences of drug abuse went up due to irregular taking medication (Coldham et al 2002), the incidents of relapse grew and the negative impacts of medication still existed (Nose et al 2003; Verdoux et al 2000). Moreover, it also found that the medication triggered hostile behaviours towards the medical staff (Fenton et al 1997). Therefore, the medication approach has been suggested to be re-examined (Miklowitz et al 2007).
On the other hand, the psychosocial care as a non-medical method reveals some positive outcomes on several studies. It shows reduction of psychiatric symptoms of severe mental illness (Bradshaw & Roseborough 2004; Harvard Mental Health Letter 2001), increases the self-insight in term of psycho education (Pitschel-Walz et al 2009), improves the quality of life of chronic mentally ill clients (Browne 1999; Tsuang et al 2006), increases social functioning skills (Miklowitz et al 2007), creates an effective treatment and efficient in budget (Bustillo et al 2001), is highly effective in case of anxiety disorders (Olatunji et al 2010) and provides an effective intervention for psychiatric clients with a non-adherence history (Nose et al 2003). It is obviously proved that the psychosocial treatments make a good progress for mentally ill clients in every aspect of their lives.

3.3. The Strategies in Developing the Psychosocial Care

There are four possibilities to make the intervention of psychosocial approach more effective. They are as follows:

1. Encourage the mental health policy in the arrangement of work case load, limiting Community Psychiatric Nurse/CPN time in community service in order to minimise the incidence of burn-out in coordination among the professional (Bridges et al 1994; Secker et al 2000; Simpson 2005).

2. Improve the skills in therapeutic communication for clients’ engagement in the service for a better outcome (MacNeela et al 2010; Roe & Swarbick 2007; Marder et al 1983 in Fenton et al 1997). It is clearly described that effective communication as the key in psychiatric nursing revealed a good response for a crisis intervention in terms of comfort, anxiety and the clients’ satisfaction (MacNeela et al 2010; Shattel et al 2007).

3. Promote the involvement of the consumers in mental health service area and the policies related to their illness (Caldwell et al 2010).

4. Build the combination of the medication approach and the psychosocial service in order to maintain a good relationship among professionals in mental health care and improve the social functioning among the mentally ill clients (Roe & Swarbick 2007; Herrman et al 2002; Amato et al 2009).

4. Conclusion

The psychosocial care is the reflection of recovery framework in the mental health provision. It has a structured interventions with ten components in the application practices. It is conducted in a continous, integrated and comprehensive ways in order to make the improvement in daily life of mentally ill clients. Therefore, the psychosocial care should be proposed for clients's ability in social functional. Some strategies need to be developed to make the psychosocial care more effective, which are limited time intervention, communication skill improvement, clients’ involvement and combination of medication with psychosocial treatment.
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